
StingRay Torque Equalizers Installation Instructions: 
 
WARNING: WITH ALL ENGINE INSTALLATIONS, ENSURE BOAT ENGINE IS OFF, KILL SWITCH IS DISENGAGED, 
AND GEAR SHIFT IS IN NEUTRAL POSITION. 
 

TOOLS NEEDED:   INSTALLATION HARDWARE: 
• Electric Drill and ¼” Drill Bit  • (2) 1.25” Screws 
• Phillips Head Screwdriver  • (2) Torque Equalizers 
 
INSTALLATION STEPS: 
 
1. Locate the ¼” holes on each side of the bottom of the StingRay Classic Hydrofoil. Using an Electric Drill and a 
¼” Drill Bit, drill through the hydrofoil using the ¼” holes on each side of the bottom of the StingRay Classic 
Hydrofoil as a guide. 
 
2. Place the (2) Torque Equalizers on the bottom side of the StingRay Classic Hydrofoil so that the tab is 
positioned into the middle 10 degree hole slot. 
 

PRO TIP: On most installations, both of the Torque Equalizers will be turned in the same direction and inserted in matching 10 
degree hole slots.  

 
3. Using a Phillips Head Screwdriver insert and tighten the 1.25” Screws through the top of the hydrofoil 
through the holes that were drilled in STEP 1 and into the Torque Equalizers. 
 

PRO TIP: Double-check to make sure each Torque Equalizer is positioned in the middle 10 degree hole slot before operating boat! 

 
4. Test your boat to see if the middle 10 degree hole slot position equalizes your steering torque.  
 
NOTE: Almost every boat/motor combination will only require the Torque Equalizers to be positioned in the 
middle 10 degree hole slot. Each hole slot is positioned in 10 degree increments. If additional steering torque 
equalization is needed, move each Torque Equalizer to the next 10 degree hole slot towards the left side of 
the boat. Additional 10 degree increment adjustments can be made until neutral steering torque is obtained. 
 
NOTICE: 
This product should make an immediate performance improvement in your boat/motor…if for ANY REASON it 
does not, then remove this product and utilize the Customer Contact Form on our website 
(www.StingRayHydrofoils.com) for assistance.  
 
Any surface “flow marks” around holes that appear to be cracks are not cracks, but they are a normal part of 
the molding process and do not affect the part strength or performance. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


